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ABSTRACT: This work reports on zeolitic imidazolate
framework (ZIF)-coupled microscale resonators for highly
sensitive and selective gas detection. The combination of
microscale resonators and nanoscale materials simultaneously
permits the beneﬁt of larger capture area for adsorption from
the resonator and enhanced surface adsorption capacity from
the nanoscale ZIF structure. Dielectrophoresis (DEP) was
demonstrated as a novel method for directly assembling
concentrated ZIF nanoparticles on targeted regions of silicon
resonant sensors. As part of the dielectrophoretic assembly
process, the ﬁrst ever measurements of the Clausius−Mossotti
factor for ZIFs were conducted to determine optimal conditions for DEP assembly. The ﬁrst ever real-time adsorption
measurements of ZIFs were also performed to investigate the possibility of inherent gas selectivity. The ZIF-coupled resonators
demonstrated sensitivity improvement up to 150 times over a bare silicon resonator with identical dimensions, and real-time
adsorption measurements of ZIFs revealed diﬀerent adsorption time constants for IPA and CO2.
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mass of analytes to accumulate on the sensor surface.6 An
alternative approach for improving the sensitivity is to increase
Δm (i.e., the number of analytes at the sensor surface). Analyte
capture can be enhanced by increasing the available surface area
through various functionalization methods7 or porous treatment of the sensor surface.5,8 While the enhanced sensitivity
available in any porous material provides a path to measurements with ﬁne resolution, an equally, if not more, important
challenge is that of selective detection between diﬀerent gases.
Selective detection generally requires chemical treatments to
functionalize sensors, allowing them to bind analytes of
interest.9 Achieving selective detection with a single resonant
sensor has traditionally been diﬃcult because simply enhancing
selectivity for a particular gas does not distinguish between a
low concentration of the target gas and a high concentration of
another gas (i.e., they would have the same Δf). Thus,
multielement arrays are subjected to various chemical treatments to achieve selectivity. In this work, our approach
assembles highly porous ZIF (zeolitic imidazolate frameworks)

strong need exists for miniature chemical detection
systems that can provide highly sensitive detection of
multiple species (e.g., electronic noses). A number of resonantbased detection systems have been investigated for sensitive
chemical and biological sensing, including QCM (quartz crystal
microbalance),1 SAW (surface acoustic wave),2 or FBAR (ﬁlm
bulk acoustic resonator) platforms.3 Miniaturization of
resonators to the micro- and nanoscales have further been
investigated, as their small mass enables a correspondingly
small mass of adsorbed analytes to be detected.4 Analyte
detection is quantiﬁed by measuring the change in the resonant
frequency of the resonator (Δf) due to the mass of adsorbed
analytes (Δm):
Δf = −

1 f0
Δm
2m

(1)

where f 0 and m are the resonant frequency and mass,
respectively, of the resonator without adsorbed analytes.5
According to eq 1, a straightforward approach to increase Δf
(i.e., the sensitivity) is to reduce device dimensions, since the
ratio of f 0 to m increases with decreasing resonator size.
Unfortunately, miniaturization has its limits; nanoscale
resonators are more diﬃcult to actuate and sense, and their
reduced capture area increases the time required for a given
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measuring particle velocity as a function of frequency.24
According to 2, a positive FDEP is induced when Re[CM] >
0, attracting particles to regions of high electric ﬁeld strength,
such as the edge of an electrode. This positive force regime
generally occurs at lower frequencies, depending on the relative
permittivity of the particles with respect to the suspending
medium. Conversely, at high frequencies, a negative FDEP is
induced (Re[CM] < 0), and particles are repelled to regions of
low electric ﬁeld strength. The frequency at which FDEP
transitions from positive to negative is called the crossover
frequency. In this work, dielectrophoresis (DEP) is demonstrated as a novel method for directly assembling nonagglomerated ZIFs onto resonators.
To determine the optimal conditions for coupling ZIFs to
silicon resonators, the crossover frequency and CM factor for
ZIF-69 were experimentally determined (Figure 1). Coplanar

nanoparticles to provide selectivity to desired analytes using
adsorption time constants, which are determined by the ZIF
and the particular analyte. In comparison with our previous
report,10 the unique contribution of this work is to assemble
ZIF nanoparticles using dielectrophoresis and, more importantly, to analyze shift of the resonant frequency in terms of
decaying constants using a feedback loop, enabling ZIF-coupled
resonators to possess the path to selectivity. In other words, the
method of pure scaling for improving only sensitivity has been
developed signiﬁcantly; however, the combination of sensitivity
with selectivity is necessary for usable sensors. The
combination of sensitivity and selectivity is the focus of this
work.
A zeolitic imidazolate framework (ZIF) is a new class of
three-dimensional crystalline structures with exceptional surface
area and nanoporosity. ZIF-69 has a Langmuir surface area of
1070 m2/g,11 among the highest surface area used in
adsorption-based sensing, and it exhibits a high aﬃnity for
CO2 (1 L of ZIF-69 can store 49.2 L of CO2 gas at 273 K).12
Recently, ZIFs have been gaining attention for gas storage,
ﬁltering applications,12,13 and sensing methodologies that
detect changes in impedance, refractive index, strain, or speed
of surface acoustic waves.14−17 Previous work investigated ZIFs
for gas detection by drop casting ZIFs onto designated regions
of a resonator, thus achieving both the sensitivity of nanoscale
devices and the capture area of microscale devices.18 However,
the drop casting process was labor-intensive, produced low
yield, and more importantly led to agglomerated ZIFs, which
obstructed the adsorption of gas onto internal layers of ZIFs
and thus limited the sensitivity of the device. To maximize the
sensitivity of the resonant sensor, the ZIF nanoparticles should
ideally coat the sensor without obstructing the adsorption of
gas. Unfortunately, conventional methods for positioning
nanoparticles (e.g., direct growth,19 catalyst,20 bonding,21
random spreading,22 and nanomanipulation23) are not wellsuited for coupling ZIFs to silicon resonators for several
reasons. First, direct growth and catalyst techniques do not
currently exist for ZIFs. Second, bonding techniques use
adhesives that could coat ZIFs and limit their exposure to
analytes in the environment. Finally, random spreading and
nanomanipulation techniques sparsely distribute ZIFs, which
minimizes the surface area available for gas adsorption. One
technique that has not yet been explored for ZIF assembly is
dielectrophoresis.
Dielectrophoresis (DEP) has been demonstrated as a simple
and eﬀective method to rapidly manipulate, sort, and assemble
both biological and synthetic colloidal particles. When a
nonuniform electric ﬁeld is applied, the interfacial polarization
between a particle and the media induces a dielectrophoretic
force (FDEP) on the particle:24
⟨FDEP⟩ = 2πr 3εmRe[CM]∇|E|2

Re[CM] =

Figure 1. (a) Clausius−Mossotti (CM) factor as a function of
frequency for ZIF-69 from 10 kHz to 2 MHz. Particle motions were
recorded and the CM factors extracted. The crossover frequency for
positive- and negative DEP is ∼250 kHz. (b) Coplanar electrodes (10
μm wide and with 15 μm spacing) with ZIF-69 particles at 10 kHz,
200 kHz, and 1 MHz suspended in DI water. The particles are
attracted to the edges of the electrode by positive DEP (at 10 kHz). As
the frequency is increased, the particles move away from electrodes (at
200 kHz) and are then repelled to the centers of the gap between
electrodes by negative DEP (at 1 MHz).

electrodes generated DEP forces. A CCD camera captured
video of particle motions at 59 frames/s, and particle motions
were analyzed with IMAGEJ software.26 At 10 kHz, ZIFs
collected along the edges of the electrodes, indicating a positive
FDEP. As the frequency was increased to 200 kHz, ZIFs began to
move away from the electrode edges, indicating a negative FDEP.
At 1 MHz, they accumulated between the electrodes, and some
even levitated above the electrodes. In the transition between
positive and negative DEP, some particles were observed to
form chains along the electric ﬁeld gradient lines due to
interparticle electrostatic interactions.27 From a global ﬁt on the
experimental curves according to eq 3, the Re[CM] crossover
for ZIF-69 occurred at ∼250 kHz. Applied voltage was below 5
Vpp to limit the electrothermal forces that might cause local
ﬂow disturbances.24
Based on experimental observation that resonators blanketcoated with ZIFs surprisingly showed an increase in resonant
frequency during gas adsorption, the shift in resonant frequency

(2)

εp − εm
εp − 2εm

(3)

where r is the particle radius, Re[CM] is real part of Clausius−
Mossotti (CM) factor, εm is the permittivity of the media, εp is
the permittivity of the particle, and E is the strength of the
applied electric ﬁeld. The CM factor (bounded by 1 and −0.5)
is a measure of the degree of polarization and is a function of
the particle’s material properties and the frequency of the
applied electric ﬁeld.25 The CM factor can be determined by
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out at room temperature. As shown in Figure 3, the process
started with PECVD deposition at 250 °C of a 5.5-μm-thick
layer of silicon dioxide (SiO2) as the ﬁrst sacriﬁcial layer
followed by LPCVD deposition at 600 °C of a 450-nm-thick
polysilicon as a structural layer, all on a 4-in. (100) silicon
wafer. The structural layer was patterned via photolithography
and etched via deep reactive ion etching to deﬁne the
resonators (Figure 3a). Resonators were designed to have a
450-nm-thick, 45-μm-long, 45-μm-wide center paddle ﬁxed to
anchors through 450-nm-thick, 45-μm-long, 10-μm-wide torsional beams. Chromium/gold layers were then deposited and
patterned by lift-oﬀ photolithography to deﬁne the planar
electrodes for generating the DEP force (Figure 3b). After
protecting the electrodes with a photoresist (PR) passivation
layer (Figure 3c), the SiO2 sacriﬁcial layer was removed by
immersing wafers in 49% HF solution, followed by immersion
in deionized (DI) water. Note that, since HF etches ZIFs, HF
etching of the SiO2 sacriﬁcial layer must occur before DEP
assembly of the ZIFs. To support the resonator during the
assembly of ZIFs, a sacriﬁcial PR support layer was exchanged
with a p-dichlorobenzene (p-DCB) support layer, which
prevented stiction (Figure 3d−f).31 The PR layer plays dual
roles, acting as both a second sacriﬁcial layer for supporting the
resonator and as a mold for localizing the ZIFs on top of the
resonator during DEP assembly.
For the DEP assembly process (Figure 3g), ZIF-69 particles
were sonicated in DI water for 15 min to ensure a uniform
dispersion of ZIFs and then poured over the PR mold on the
resonator. Next, a 5 Vpp, 10 kHz AC signal was applied via a
function generator (Agilent 33220A) to the planar electrodes,
generating a DEP force that collected the ZIFs on the
electrodes of the center paddle. The AC voltage was applied
until the DI water fully evaporated, after which the ZIFs were
observed to adhere to the resonator surface, possibly as a result
of van der Waals forces.32 Once the ZIFs were assembled, the
sacriﬁcial PR was removed with acetone to release the ZIFcoupled resonator, and sublimation drying of p-DCB was
performed again to avoid adhesion of the resonator to the
underlying substrate (Figure 3h). Figure 4 shows fabricated
silicon resonators with and without ZIFs.
The ZIF-coupled resonant gas sensors were tested at room
temperature with a test setup that consisted of a Laser Doppler
vibrometer (LDV, Polytec OFV-5000), an HP 8753D network
analyzer, and a custom-built vacuum chamber, as shown in
Figure 5. The network analyzer produced a driving frequency to
stimulate the resonator. The LDV diﬀerentially detected
resonator vibration using two laser signals, one focused on
the resonator and the other focused on the anchor of the

as a function of the stress induced by ZIF coatings was
simulated using COMSOL (Figure 2). To isolate the role of

Figure 2. Simulated resonant frequency shift using COMSOL due to
surface stress from ZIF coating. The resonators consist of a 450-nmthick, 45-μm-long, 45-μm-wide center paddle ﬁxed to anchors at each
end through 450-nm-thick, 45-μm-long, 10-μm-wide torsional beams.
ZIFs can induce tensile stress on the resonator, increasing its resonant
frequency. Location of ZIFs on the resonator is important because
frequency shift can vary by 126% for the same amount of ZIFs
depending on the placement on the resonator. Increased resonant
frequency from tensile stress counterbalances decrease in resonant
frequency from adsorbed analytes, making increased stiﬀness
undesirable. (Parts in purple represent assembled ZIFs on the
resonator, and the same amount of ZIFs (1170 μm3) is attached to
each resonator).

stress, a negligible change in mass was assumed. Simulation
results showed that tensile stress caused an increase in resonant
frequency, while compressive stress caused a decrease in
resonant frequency. Therefore, gas adsorption by ZIFs was
determined to induce tensile stress in resonators. In addition,
results showed that ZIFs should be assembled in targeted
regions of the resonator, as opposed to blanket coating the
entire resonator. Covering regions of high displacement would
lead to surface stresses which could cause two deleterious
eﬀects, (1) counterbalancing the resonant frequency shift due
to loaded mass on the devices28,29 and (2) lowering the
resonator quality factor due to surface-induced energy
dissipation.30 Therefore, it is desirable to control the location
on the resonator where ZIFs are deposited, with ameliorating of
stress-induced frequency shifts being particularly important.
The resonators were fabricated using a two-step sacriﬁcial
layer process in combination with standard surface micromachining processes, and DEP was used for assembling ZIFs.
Unless otherwise speciﬁed, fabrication processes were carried

Figure 3. Fabrication process for ZIF-coupled resonator. (a) Patterning the body of the resonator. (b) Lift-oﬀ for planar electrodes. (c) Covering the
metal electrodes with a passivation layer. (d) Etching the ﬁrst sacriﬁcial layer and ﬁlling p-DCB underneath the resonator. (e) Pouring thick
photoresist over the solid p-DCB. (f) Reﬂowing the photoresist during sublimation of p-DCB and patterning it as the second sacriﬁcial layer and
mold for a target region of ZIF particles. (g) Assembling ZIF particles by DEP-induced attractive force. (h) Releasing the ZIF-coupled resonator.
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Figure 4. Tilted-view SEM images of the fabricated resonators without
ZIFs (left) and with ZIFs (right). In the ﬁgure on the right, the inset
shows ZIF-69 particles assembled on the surface of the resonator. The
particles have random shapes less than 1 μm in diameter.

resonator, and output a velocity proportional to the displacement of the resonator. The displacement magnitude and phase
with respect to the driving frequency was then analyzed via the
network analyzer in an open loop setup. The resonant
frequency and quality factor could then be determined (Figure
5a). For real-time mass sensing, the resonator was placed in a
feedback circuit that satisﬁed the loop gain and phase
conditions for oscillation, and a frequency counter (Agilent
53220A) detected the resonant frequency from the selfoscillating signal (Figure 5b−c).33
Figure 6 shows the shift in resonant frequency (Δf/f 0) due to
adsorption of diﬀerent gases for silicon resonators with and
without ZIF assembly. The resonant characteristics were
measured using the open loop setup (Figure 5a). Whereas
the frequency shifts of the bare silicon resonator without ZIFs
were almost negligible upon exposure to IPA (isopropyl
alcohol) gas, the resonant frequency of the ZIF-coupled
resonator changed substantially due to the increase in surface
area aﬀorded by ZIFs. Inset shows a change in resonant
frequency from 230.9 to 228.6 kHz with adsorption of 2500
ppm CO2. The quality factor of the ZIF-coupled resonator was
measured to be 1600 at room temperature. Quality factor was
observed to be reduced typically by a factor of 2 after assembly
of ZIFs, possibly due to surface-induced energy dissipation.34
The results of the DEP-assembled ZIF-coupled resonators
were compared with those from a ZIF-agglomerated resonator
fabricated through via drop casting, which was a labor-intensive
process with lower yield.18 As shown in Figure 6, the response
of the ZIF-coupled resonator is much more linear compared to
the ZIF-agglomerated resonator, whose response saturates over
the same concentration range. The agglomerated ZIFs likely
obstructed gas adsorption into internal layers of ZIFs, while the
DEP-assembled ZIFs had increased exposure to the surrounding environment and could maximize contact with gas analytes.
For diﬀerent gases, the DEP-assembled ZIF-coupled resonator
demonstrated from 0.8 to 1.6 times enhanced sensitivity

Figure 6. Responses of resonators with and without ZIFs as a function
of IPA and CO2 gas concentration. The ZIF-coupled resonator
assembled by DEP shows higher sensitivity over a larger concentration
range compared to the ZIF-agglomerated resonator assembled by drop
casting. The bare Si resonator without ZIFs shows no response to gas.
The inset is a set of frequency spectra showing change of resonant
frequency by adsorption of 2500 ppm CO2 (from dashed line to solid
line). The measurements were performed via the open loop setup
(Figure 5a).

compared to the ZIF-agglomerated resonator and from 56 to
158 times enhanced sensitivity compared to the bare silicon
resonator without ZIFs. Furthermore, because of the inherent
selectivity of ZIFs,12 the ZIF-coupled resonator had higher
sensitivity to CO2 than IPA in spite of the lighter molar mass of
CO2. Uptake of a speciﬁc gas of ZIF-69 depends on pressure
and temperature. Detailed properties were reported in the
literature.11−13 Assuming that the frequency shift is aﬀected
only by the mass change, the mass adsorbed on the ZIFcoupled resonator for a CO2 concentration of 5200 ppm was
calculated using eq 1 to be 99 pg. As an adsorbed areal mass of
CO2 is calculated as 28 ng/cm2 for a monolayer,13 a bare silicon
resonator with surface area of 4900 μm2 is expected to adsorb
only 1.3 pg of CO2. The amount of CO2 adsorbed onto the
ZIF-coupled resonator corresponds to 72 times more than the
bare silicon resonator itself, which implies the adsorption of the
ZIF-coupled resonator occurs not only on the surface but also
within the ZIFs, as is desired. The results demonstrate the
ability of ZIFs to increase the surface area available for gas
detection, thus enhancing the sensitivity of the gas sensor.
Besides sensitivity, selectivity is an important property of gas
sensors. The diﬀerence in time required to adsorb diﬀerent

Figure 5. Measurement setups for the resonator characterization using a LDV. (a) The displacement magnitude of the resonator with respect to the
driven frequency is analyzed with a network analyzer from the velocity output of the LDV. (b) For real-time mass sensing, the resonator is kept selfoscillating at its resonant frequency by providing a feedback circuit, and the resonant frequency is detected by a frequency counter. (c) The feedback
circuit controls the signal gain and shifts the phase of the signal.
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Figure 7. (a) Real-time gas sensing experiment with the ZIF-coupled resonator and (b) expanded view of the frequency drop from adsorption of IPA
(blue) and CO2 (red) with a sampling period of 50 ms. The experimental curves are ﬁt to an exponential decay function (light blue and light red
solid lines), and the ﬁtting parameters are compared in Table 1. (c) The decay constants for IPA and CO2 are 1.43 ± 0.28 s and 0.49 ± 0.17 s,
respectively, demonstrating the potential to discern diﬀerent gases based on adsorption time. (d) The Allan deviation is characterized over 500 s.
The measured Allan deviation for τ = 1 s of reﬂects capability of ∼26 fg mass resolution.

gases can be used to discern the selectivity of the sensor to
these gases. In other words, the amplitude of the frequency shift
and the decay constant of the adsorption time can provide
information about concentration of speciﬁc gas molecules that
have adsorbed onto the sensor, indicating chemical recognition
ability of the ZIF-coupled resonator sensor. To measure the
adsorption times, the ZIF-coupled resonator was exposed to a
series of IPA or CO2 gas pulses, and the resonant frequency was
measured using the feedback loop setup for real-time mass
sensing (Figure 5b−c). The resonant frequency decreased
rapidly during the injection of gas and then recovered to its
baseline values within 10 s upon removal of gas, indicating
reversible adsorption (Figure 7a). Since the removal of gas was
controlled manually, discharge rates are not informative, so
only absorption dynamics were studied (see the Supporting
Information). To quantify the time-dependent exponential
decay of resonant frequency due to gas adsorption, the
experimental data was ﬁt to a global function, f(t) = Δf
exp[−(t/τ)], where Δf is the amplitude of frequency shift, and
τ is the decay constant (Figure 7b). Table 1 compares the ﬁt
parameters, which depend on both the concentration of the
arriving analyte and ZIF-69’s selectivity to it. The decay
constants were measured to be 1.43 ± 0.28 s and 0.49 ± 0.17 s
for IPA and CO2, respectively (Figure 7c). The smaller decay
constant for CO2 indicates an inherent selectivity of ZIF-69 to
CO2 compared to IPA. Regarding measurement resolution, the
Allan deviation of the resonant frequency is 4.7 ppm over a 1 s
integration time (Figure 7d). Temperature-induced frequency
drift for silicon resonators is one possible noise source.35

Table 1. Fitting Parameters of Time-Dependent Exponential
Decay of the Resonant Frequency due to Diﬀerent
Concentrations of IPA and CO2
IPA
gas
concentration
(ppm)
1300
2600
3900
5200

CO2

frequency
shift, Δf (Hz)

decay
constant, τ
(s)

frequency
shift, Δf (Hz)

decay
constant, τ
(s)

606.64
1110.26
1519.30
2203.10

1.64
1.49
1.14
1.44

1460.54
2246.66
3547.28
3629.07

0.32
0.51
0.55
0.56

Coupling a layer of ZIFs creates a bimorph type structure,
which could potentially impact the frequency as a function of
temperature. However, based on ﬁnite element simulations
considering a mismatch of thermal expansion of coupled ZIFs,
the addition of ZIFs will impact ∼0.87% of the temperature
coeﬃcient of frequency (TCf) (see the Supporting Information). The similarity in TCf for coated and uncoated resonators
can be partially attributed to the targeted placement ZIFs,
whose location was chosen to minimize the impact of stress, as
previously mentioned.
The minimum detectable mass is calculated as δM =
2meff⟨δf/f 0⟩τ,36 where meff (∼2.8 × 10−9 g) is the eﬀective
mass by means of Rayleigh’s principle,37 and ⟨δf/f 0⟩τ is the
measured Allan deviation of the resonator. Hence, the limit of
detection of the ZIF-coupled resonator for gas sensing is ∼26
fg.
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In summary, DEP-assembled ZIF-coupled microresonators
have demonstrated sensitivity improvement up to 150 times
over bare silicon resonators with identical dimensions, as the
combination of microscale resonators and nanoscale materials
simultaneously permits the beneﬁt of larger capture area for
adsorption from the resonator and enhanced surface adsorption
capacity from the nanoscale ZIF structure. Also, real-time
adsorption data revealed the diﬀerent adsorption time constants
of IPA and CO2. These real-time adsorption measurements in
ZIFs demonstrate the possibility of inherent gas selectivity for
these sensors that could be tuned by the choice of ZIFs.
Additionally, the DEP-assembly method combined with the
two-step sacriﬁcial layer fabrication process can be used to
assemble a diverse class of nanomaterials on resonant sensors,
opening the door for a wide variety of adsorption-based sensing
applications.
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